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College To Hold Election Six Girls Pass Panhellenic Council Lists
Breeze Tryouts
Rushing Period Activities

October 28 will be election day on Madison College campus as
approximately twelve hundred students turn to the polls to vote for the
president of the United States in this mock election.
The International Relations club, Young Women's Christian Association and THE BREEZE are sponsoring this election wherein people under 21 years of age can vote, and without paying a poll tax. Madison will be
expressing largely the opinion of Virginia citizens as to which of the candidates Should be the next president of
the United States. It is expected that
On Wednesday, October 27, the
we will pick the right candidate.
Curie
Science club will present two
Campaigning, which" is being, patmovies
to the student body in Wilson
terned after national campaigns, is under the direction of I. R. C. and auditorium at the weekly assembly.
The movies to be presented are
headed by June Lyons, president of
that organization. The Breeze js in "The March of Time" and "This
charge of publicity and the Y.W.C.A. World or None". Both films deal with
the atomic age, but the material used
of the polls.
Four main political parties are be- is such that all can understand, reing represented in the campus cam- gardless of scientific knowledge.
On Tuesday, October 19, members
paigns. Annette Simpson heads the
Republican party; Beryl Snellings, the of Curie Science traveled to Charthe
Leander McDemocratic party; Bill Lockard, the lottesville to visits,
Dixiecrats; and McClain Bowen, the Cormick observatory of the University
of Virginia. Dr. Harold L. Alden, proProgressive party.
.- '■
Each chairman is gathering a nation- fessor of astronomy at the University,
al committee, which is to spearhead showed the group the stars, the moon,
the campaign for its own party. These and othtr heavenly bodies. They vcre
committees will have charge of rallies shown these through the 26 inch refor their candidates and for publicity. fractor telescope which is one of the
Rallies will be held on Monday best in the country.»
After the tour of the observatory
from 4:30 to 5:30 and 7 to 8, and also
Dr.
Alden invited the group to his
on Wednesday .from 5 to 6 and from 7
home
for cdffee. He told them about
to S'lhWii'son auditorium.
the
years
he spent in research work
Polls will be placed in Harrison hall
lobby and in Wilson hall in order to in Johannesburg, South Africa.
The members of Curie Science were
reach all students.
the first group from Madison to go to
Glub Holds Informal Dance the observatory. The girls who went
were: Louisa Allbrittain, Doris ArnHalloween will be the theme in Reed
old, Jane Bishop, Doris Bowman,
Gym tomorrow night when the CotillHenel Burrus, Betty Calhoon, Jane
ion Dance Club holds an informal
Chason, Jean Covertson, Anne Dovel,
dance. Dancing will be to the music
Betty Dudley, Margaret Elliott, Greta
of the phonograph .and'will last from
Garber, Lois Goode, Bonnie Gordon,
after the movie until 10:45.' Dot Bland
Cris Gouldin, Freda Gouldman, and
is in charge of the committee which
Barbara Groseclose.
will furnish the .music and refreshFrances Hughes, Sylvia Jackson, Mary
ments. Kasey, Greta Jo Kellison, Sue Landis,
Irene Moffitt, Jerry Neathery, Jackie
Peatross, Jeanne Phalen, Margaret
Poling, Jean, Pugh, Judy Ramsey,
Nellie Shumake, Frances Wilkins,
Betty Taliaferro (Ferguson), who
June Oakham, Romona Cooter, and
graduated from Madison last year has
Ethelene Smith. Faculty members
won second prize of $50 in the essay
who went along were Dr. Cool and
contest put on for college students by
Mr. Wells.
the Virginia League for Planned
Curie Science members are now
Parenthood, Inc. The subject of the
making plans to visit the Mennonite
essay was "Preparation for Marriage."
observatory in the spring. Plans arc
Fifteen Colleges had entries in this
also under way to hold this semester
contest and six prizes were awarded.
a joint meeting of science groups from
The prizes were given last Friday at
nearby colleges with a speaker from
the annual meeting of the League in
the Virginia Academy of Science.
Richmond. Betty participated in a
panel discussion that afternoon, and
attended the annuaf board meeting
dinner at the Jefferson Hotel that
night.
There was much food for intelligent
Betty is now a student in the law thought in the talk on foreign affairs
school of the University of Virginia. given here recently by John C. Met-

Curie Science
Presents Film

Graduate Wins
Contest $50

The Breeze staff announces that six
persons successfully completed the
Breeze tryouts held last week. Their
work consisted of writing a news
story and either a feature or an editorial. The girls will now serve a probation period as cub reporters until
the end of the semester, at which time
those eligible will be made reporters.
Cub reporters are Evelyn Jackson
Tubbs, of Dover, Delaware; Kathryn
Chauncey, Alexandria, Virginia;
Lorene Purcell, Spencer, Virginia;
Mac Critier, Waynesboro, Virginia;
Barbara Hurdle, Salisbury, Maryland;
and Grace Armistead, Portsmouth,
Virginia.
'
There will be a meeting of T these
girls with the editor in the Breeze
room Tuesday afternoon at 4:30.

Grant Captures
Tennis Match
Jane Grant, senior from Suffolk,
Virginia, last nijjjtf captured the fall
tennis tournament 6-4, 4-6, 6-1, over
Mac Critzer, sophomore from Waynesboro, on the upper courts back
campus. Dr. Elizabeth Rodgers scored
the match.
The semi-finals results are Chapman-Grant, Grant 6-2, 6-3, and
Shelley-Critzer; Critzer, 6-4, 6-4.
Both semi-finals matches were wellplayed by girls who are definitely the
four top-notch tennis players "on
campus. Spectators watched the Chapman-Grant semi-finals but Shelley and
Critzer were forced to play over the
week-end in order to meet the semifinals deadline.
""»
Third round rejults are as follows:
Shelley-Lewis; Shelley-forfeit; ArnoldCritzer; Critzer 6-3; Chapman- Robertson; Chapman 6-1; and GrantBaker; Grant 6-0. Second round results are: Shelley-Gilbert; Shelley-forfeit ; Lewis-Tally; L e w i s -forfeit;
Nethers-Arnold, Arnold-forfeit; and
Critzer-Monahan; Critzer 6-3.
Ramsey-Chapman, Chapman 6-1;
Lanier-Robertson, Robertson
6-3;
Straw-Grant, Grant 6-2; and CohenBaker, Baker-forfeit.' Bad weather and
schedule conflicts kept the tournament
from winding up before colder weather
set in. Last year's fall tournament was
not completed due to weather conditions.
The finals in the fall tournament between Jane Grant and Mac Critzer,
(Continued on page 6) ,

Rushees Get Notices, Attend Panhellenic
Tea; Settle Announces Sorority Parly Dates
Rebecca Settle, chairman of the Panhellenic Council, has announced
the following intersorority plans. Announcements went out Tuesday
afternoon to the girls who are on the rush list of the sororities.
Those girls were honored at a tea given by the Panhellenic Council this afternoon from 4:30 to 5:30 in Alumnae Hall. In the receiving
line were:
Rebecca Settle,
Chairman of the
Panhellenic Council; Jaunell Mottern, Chairman
The Cercle Francais announces that
elect; Jennie
on October 29 the Art Cinema Club,
Sno wd en, president of Alpha
a new organization on campus, will inSigma Alpha;
troduce the Barber of Seville at the
Dorothy
Elliott,
State Theater in Harrisonburg. Dr.
president of Alpha
M. Woelfel is the sponsor of the club,
Sigma Tau; Jo
which will endeavor to bring excellent
Hodgson, p r e s ident of Pi Kappa
foreign-made motion pictures here.
Sigma;
Alice
Because of the interest in such movies
Hunter, president
in the United States the Cercle
of Sigma Sigma
Francais decided to organize the new
Sigma; Kitty Degroup which will try to create an inHart, president of
terest. Before the organization of this
Theta Sigma Upclug students desiring to see a foreign silon, and Mrs. Bernice Varner,
movie had to travel to a larger city^ advisor to the Panhellenic. Council,
Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs. Gifford
It is through the efforts of Dr.
poured at the tea. The special guests,
Woelfel that branch of the state Art besides the rushees, were, Mrs. GarCinema Club is being introduced. The ber, Miss Vandever, and Mrs. Duke.
star of the first picture, The Barber The house mothers and sorority
of Seville, is Ferruccico Tagliavini, a sponsers were present, also Mrs.
Jeanette Lockard and Miss Ann
young and very talented artist, who
Hardesty.
toured Army camps and installations
Party bids for those students being
in Italy after the Allies took over. rushed will be received tomorrow
Sometimes called "Caruso", Tagliavini morning. Rush week begins Monday.
has won great fame at the Metro- The sororities are holding open house
Monday through Friday from 4:30 to
politan Opera in New York. .
5:30 for their rushees, except on the
Students desiring to join the Art
day of their rush party. Alpha Sigma
Cinema Club will fill out a card on the
Alpha will, have its rush party . on
day of the premiere. Since there will
Monday night; Pi Kappa Sigma will
be afternoon and evening performhave its party on Tuesday night; and
ances, this will be of financial value to
Theta Sigma Upsilon will entertain on
the holder of the card, who will be enWednesday night*
titled to see the evening performance
Thursday night Alpha Sigma Tau
at afternoon rates. At later dates the
will hold its party, and Sigma Sigma
club will present Henry 5th and
Sigma will entertain on Friday.
Hamlet, the English-made movies
The officers of the Panhellenic
starring Lawrence Olivier.
Council, which governs intersorority
Dr. Woelfel says that she feels that
relations on Madison campus, are
this program will be not only highly
Rebecca Settle and Juanell Mottern,
educational, but will enable individuals
chairman and chairman-elect; Nancy
here to better understand European
Long, recording secretary; Margaret
peoples, who have long gained better
Ann Kenny, corresponding secretary
understanding of us through Ameriand Betty Broom, treasurer.
can-made motion pictures.

Glib Introduces
Foreign Movie

Metcalfe Addresses Assembly On Foreign Affairs

"Y" NOTES

Wanted: 300 girls at Sunday Vespers. Dot Wainwright will lead vespers with a short meditative program.
Please come and start the week right.
These will be held in the Recital
Roorri, Sunday at 1:45 P.M.
' The Y.W.C.A. will hold its' first
lV>ffce hour next Thursday at 7:00 P.
M. in Senior Reception Hall. Allgirls with birthdays in September and
October arc cordially mvited. Several
of Dr. Latimer's pupils will put on a
skit. Surprise!
All girls who have not contributed
to W.S.S.F. drive may still do so if
they wish. The drive ends today so
take your contribution tq your dormi
tory representative.

calfe. Though we didn't give his talk
the space that it deserved in the last
issue of the Breeze we hereby print
his discussion of our foreign policy, as
was gleaned from his talk and a current article in the October 16 Christian
Scienco Monitor Magazine.
One of the great faults with the
American way of handling foreign
affairs is the constant shuffling of
Secrctarys of State— (the U. S. has
had four in four years and is sure to
have another in January). The resulting upheavel in the State Department
and the usual drastic change of policy
make this a risky business for the
United States in these times.
Mr. Metcalfe states that if the Republicans win next month, there are
two strong possibilities for the
position of Secretary of State, Senator
Arthur Vandenburg, who has fought

long and hard for the present vigorous
br-partison foreign policy, and John
Foster Dulles, Dewey's able advisor
on foreign affairs. If the Democrats
win there is reason to believe that
Marshall will resign the post, and
without an outstanding Democratic
contendor Averill Harriman, ERP
roving ambassador in Europe and Undersecretary Robert A. Lovett, seem
the most likely prospects. There is
also Dwight Eisenhower.
The past four heads of the Department of State were Cordcll Hull
(1932-1944), Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.
(1944-1945), James F. Byrnes (19451947), George C. Marshall (1947—).
Of the four CordelLHull and George
C. Marshall had the most preparation
for the post and subsequently succeeded best. Marshall, the general, strategist, student of history, entered the
Department bearing the Truman Doctrine (military aid) and the Marshall
Plan (rehabilitation) in his hands, i

i

Though a strong secretary in' these
troubled days, he has done no more
than his predescessors to streamline
the Department of State. Whenever,
a new secretary comes to office, all of
the high-ranking officers from the
previous tenure—the undersecretaries,
assistant secretaries and special assistants—must submit a resignation (diplomatic courtesy) immediately. Such
recurring upheavel only lends to the
confusion which often manifests itself
in some foreign policy blunder.
Mr. Metcalfe believes that the problem could be eased by provision for a
permanent under-secretary of state, a
man responsible for continuity in the
American position in foreign affairs.
Administrative
appointments
and
affairs would also be placed at the di;
rection and under this officer's control.
America must stabilize her diplomatic corps, streamline her state department—a job which the incoming
President should undertake.

Business Students
Hold Informal Tea
The Madison Business club held an
informal tea in Alumnae hall on Tuesday, October 19, 1948 from 4:30 to
6:00 p.m. for all students in the business curricula and all students taking
at least one business subject.
The sponsors and officers of the
club made up the receiving line. They
were: Carrie White Moore, president;
Miss Brady, club sponsor; Martha
Baker, vice-president; Dr. Turille;
Vivien Ritenour, secretary; and
Gyneth Arthur, treasurer.
During the hour, Virginia Hundley
played several selections on the piano.
Those' serving were: Doris White,
Virginia Miller, Frantel Connock,
Nancy Ellis, Kitty Goodwin, Betty
Moyer, Estelle Spivey, Cary Goodson,
Barbara Shaw, Marilyn Lee, Shirley
Taylor, Alice Hunter, Mary Alberts,
Carolyn Peters, Peggy Gentry, and
Kitty DeHart.

I
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Are You A Miter?
Nearly every student in this college will say that he loves America.
Yes, we all can see the red, white, and blue in our flag whenever the
word "freedom" is shouted. And we all feel the thrill charge throughout our bodies whenever we sing, "America, the Beautiful." We all
automatically say, "America is wonderful"; "It's the greatest country
in the world!"
Look around you, look at the beauty of the mountains in the distance the trees shedding their leaves of multiple colors, the wealth of
the soil of this locale, the homes, the luxuries, the pleasures, the peace
that we do have. And look, all of you who are capable, look at this
mode of life in which you were fortunate to be born into. Americans,
do you realize that you could have been born in a totalitarian state had
it not been for a bit of fate? Look and recognize the privileges you
possess. Citizens, do you see the land of freedom of which you are in
the midst? You can read, you can hear, you can speak, you can worship whatever you please. You can go, you can come, you can stay,
for any length of time at any particular time you wish. You, under
the economic system adopted by our country, can be free from want
because America allows "Jack Jones" to use his abilities, initiative, and
preseverance in achieving the standard of living he desires.
You, American, are free from fear. Your laws, your courts, your
protective forces operate solely for no other duty. Justice and equality
for all is your promise. And up on the hill, if you have the foresight
to see, rests a golden palace which someday you could call your own.
The steps leading there are made of gold also. Here in this country
where we live we call that palace—SUCCESS. And each day of your
life, represented by each step, you may have the richness which only
freedom and liberty in a democracy offers. All this is America. And
it is yours.
Likewise, you are America. This country will continue to be only
if its citzenry is interested in its domestic policies, international relations, and those very influential people that are the leaders of our
country. You have a voice in moulding America the way you desire.
And as a member of the government it is your duty to do so. The best
method by which you as an average citizen can help is by VOTING.
Our government, our America, will be run the way that those who vote
intelligently wish it to be. When you become 21 years of age use your
privilege—vote. For as long as you live you can vote. Will you help
kill or progress democracy? VOTE! Progress democracy!

-

More Light On Ihe Subject

-A: B. S.

—

Almost exactly two years ago, the BREEZE published an editorial
protesting against the poor lighting on campus, especially in the library.
Now we're very happy to publish one in thanks to the college for doing
something about them.
Most of us upperclassmen can readily appreciate this new system,
but if freshmen can not, we have a good suggestion. When outside the
library, look at the difference of the light through the browsing room
window and-the ones over it. Amazing, isn't it? We should truly be
thankful.
When one considers the importance of correct lighting when reading, he realizes that this isn't an insignificant detail, but that ten times
as much light on his paper may mean the difference between glasses and
good eyes. Most of our reading is done there—and that can add up
to an awful lot of time.
The thanks we give the administration for this service are indeed
sincere. We are happy to say that they realize our needs too and do
something constructive about them.

K

by Margaret Ann Kenny
The most likely to succeed—to be
president—today is Thomas E.
Dewey. The Crosley and Gallup polls
state he's got the election "in the
bag".
Dewey was born in Michigan in
1902 and spent a conventional young
ife there. But early he showed marked ability in leadership and great
ambition. He attended University of
Michigan and studied law at Columbia. In 1925 Dewey started practicing
law.

Something Hew
Rush week begins Monday, and a brand new set of rush rules go
into effect. The rush rules were changed this year in an effort to lessen
the tension on both the sorority girls and the rushees. Before there was
always a mad dash to make dates on Monday morning and the rushee
got her dates all mixed up in the struggle. When 4:30 rolled around
the sorority girls had to go around and collect all their dates. The
hardest feelings arose when one sorority got a monoply on a popular
rushee and used up all her time.
—_
,—
The way now is that the rushee is to visit the house of each sorority
which is rushing her. She has the freedom to go to which one she wants
to on any day she likes, except the day of that sorority rush party—
between 4:30 and 5:30.
A sorority girl by no means is to ask any rushee to come down to
her house during rush week and the rushees are not to expect it. The
rushee will have received her open house invitation and is to come when
she chooses.
A sorority is not permitted to give gifts to any rushee or to serve
any kinds of refreshments. Even cigarettes may not be "bummed" by
a rushee from a sorority girl or given by a sorority girl to a rushee.
Sorority girls can not visit the rooms of the rushee during next
week at any hour. This, of course, excepts the sorority girls whose
roommates are on the rush list.
These rules were made so that girls of different sororities will not
bear hard feelings against each other over one sorority getting a monopoly on a rushee's dates. The new method will also give the rushee
greater freedom to visit the different houses when she particularly
wants to.
.-■'".
Each rushee and each sorority member is urged to reread the new
rules. All are to follow the spirit and the letter of the law. Anyone
who violates these rules will be punished. But we should consider the
positive side of the picture and realize that following these new rules
will lessen the tension, do away with "dirty rushing," and make it a
happier week for all of us.
M. A. K.

time to make contributions to the ongoing activities of the college and I
hope you will feel free at any time to
proffer your services for specific jobs
which need to be done. If you find
Committee members busy when you
Editor of the Breeze:
Taking advantage of your policy of try to see them, appointments can alpublishing signed articles in the Breeze ways be made without too much diffistart packing our duffle bags the next
colmuns, I am writing briefly on be- culty.
half of the recently appointed ExecuInstructions to the Executive Com- morning.
tive Committee.
mittee, as well as the conviction of its
Surely the listeners must have
I want to express the gratitude of members, call for carrying out the
caught the commentator's qualifying
the Committee to many members of policies of the college as set up in its
the faculty and student body who have fine past, and in so doing we trust statements which followed. In fact,
graciously expressed a desire, to be of that it may be possible to make the Metcalfe voiced his opinion that alassistance. Some will no doubt rind session of 1948-1949 one of which we though the chances for war were great,
the chances against war were greater
specific opportunities from time to may all be proud.
at the moment.
W. J. Gifford
Th; Breeze may be interested to
Th; Breeze wants to keep the facts know that it actually had a scoop in
straight, doesn't it?
Mefcalfe's observations on our State
A world-famous Washington corres- Department heads, which it could have
Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press, pondent for a number of years, played up "plenty big." Your story
Associated Collegiate Press
specializing in foreign affairs, a lecture appeared under date of October 15 as
Published Weekly by the Student Do<ly manager and a well-known lecturer- already mentioned. Date lined Ocof Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va John C. Metcalfe—talked to Madison tober 16, the international newspaper,
students and teachers last week dur- Th; Christian Science Monitor, carried
Editor-in-chief ... Margaret Ann Kenny ing the regular Wednesday assembly. as its lead feature story in the magaBusiness Manager
Roberta Gravely
Many of us who heard that interest- zine section, "Our Fifth Chance" by
Assistant Editor
Irene Munson ing and packed-with-information ad- John C. Metcalfe. If you read this
Make-up Editor ....Ollie Vee Walpole dress were startled at the lead line we aritde in the library, you will find a
Copy Editor
Frances Sneed found on the front page of Th; Breeze great deal of the noted corresCirculation Manager
Ann Looney dated October IS. " 'War with Russia pondent's talk beforcour assembly a
Photographer ....".
Sarah Seay is inevitable' was the essence of the few days prior to this publication in
Chief Typist
Ruth Harris talk made here Wednesday . . . ." Roston.
Cartoonist
Dolores Webb sounded as though we veterans should
This isn't just idle criticism, because

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

I HE BREEZE

L

ENNY'S
OMMENTS

While still a struggling young lawyer he became interested in the Republican party and politics. He began
as a watcher, at the polls, became
chairman of the New York Young
Republican Club. The great racketbusting days began in 1931 and Dewey
became an American hero. It was an
impressive show, and he got results,
sending racketeers to jail and easing
the existence of New Yorkers.
His first public office was as New
York's district attorney. He was defeated when he ran for governor in
1938, and the Willkie landslide ruined
his chances for the presidential
nomination in 1940. In 1942 he was
elected governor. In 1944 he won, the •
Republican nomination, and in 194S
he's all set. to be president of the
United States.
Dewey has an excellent record as a
public figure. He was extremely
efficient as a racket-busting district
attorney, and he is an excellent governor of New York State.
Dewey has very efficient men working for him. He has been able in
getting excellent men to give up high
salaries and work for the civic good.
Many men admire Dewey's abilities
but mourn his lack of personality. His
city-slicker appearance might be held
against him. He doesn't take chances,
is very neat, and not to be termed
"one of the boys". But he's almost
sure to be our next president and he
appears able and efficient.

Something To
Chat About—

What the men are doing:
Little Jake Driver held a birthday
party in the tea room on Thursday
morning. Refreshments were served if
you had money to buy ihem. A solo ,
(Happy Birthday to You) was sung
by D. W. Fawley, with Al Carter
humming on the side. Games were
played and a good time was had by
all.
Glenn "Sherman" Wells has been
duly elected representative to the administration by the boys. Our best
wishes and a Toni ■ home permanent
as a newspaperwoman by profession, I kit go to him. Best of luck.
am acquainted with all the problems
Someone was heard to ask Stu
you run up against, but we all want "King" Williams the other day if he
to keep the facts straight, don't we? had trouble thinking with his brain as
—E. J. Tubbs. a "hole".
Tom "Blinkers" Garner and Al
Carter declare themselves pinochle
champ's of Madison. Anyone believing
this may jump off the Empire State
building into a butterfly net.
by I. R. C.
Do You Believe in World Control of
world control at the present time."
Atomic Power?
"I do not think that there should be
Edna King
world control unless there is a strong
"If we could be sure of the strength
United Nations with a powerful world of any such world commission, I
police."
would say yes—put atomic power in
Annette Simpson
its hands. Unfortunately, our world
"It should be outlawed as a method government has shown no such
of warfare. However, I believe in strength. Therefore, in my opinion, it
world control of atomic power for the would be risky business to even think
of such a thing. Russia has not cobenefit of all mankind."
operated on other minor queitions.
Mary Shifley
Why should we be so foolish as to
"When all people learn to trust each think she would show any hohor and
other there can be world control. integrity where atomic power is conSince this condition is not in evidence, cerned.
I do not believe it should be under
Jean Collins

Question Of
)he Week

THE BREEZE

New Fluorescent Lighting T/ik'n
Brightens Library Work
During the summer fluoresent lighting was installed in most of
the rooms in the library, and the. result may obviously be seen this
semester. In the reading rooms there is no less than five nmes as
much light as formerly and in some places as much as ten times.
In the social science room at the
tables in the center of the room,
candlei'oot power was ten; today it
measures 63 candle foot power. In
the reference room the light in the
corners at night registered five candle
foot units where it registers 50 now. ,
This new lighting was installed in
all the rooms in the lilftary except the
downstairs foyer and the browsing
room. They were not installed there
because it would interfere with the
decorating scheme. The lighting in the
stacks was already satisfactory. The
florescent light sets which were left
over were installed in the business education rooms downstairs in the library.
Actually the new lighting system is
now using less current in the reading
rooms than before. This is because
there is better distribution to the light
than before and because the lights reflect down, not up.
The florescent lights will eventually
> get a little dimmer with use, but the
corners and general effect will remain
in a very satisfactory reading level. As
the light is white and not yellow, there
is less glare.
The lighting in the library now
meets the best reading standards.

The Top At Last
Ad infinitum? Well, not quite, for
at 12:15 noon the first hardy climbers
reached the rewarding view from the
crown of Old Massa, and it wasn't so
much later that Dr. Monger brought
up the rear echelon.
Those tiny paper bags picked up in
the college kitchen so long, long ago
(was U really that morning?) were
eagerly opened. (Did the dietitian
ever make this trip, by the way?) And
how very popular the canteen carriers
became at this point?
Curled or stretched along the ledge
of the peak, the now-relaxing trampers
soaked in the warming rays of the sun,
and the also-warming views which
Autumn herself had aligned before
their eyes. Everyone looked for Ye

by Jean Shallcross
Never let it be said that Madison
girls don't get around! We have a
huge list of those lucky gals who attended the Homecoming dance and
game at Washington & Lee last weekend! F'r instance: Mary Evelyn
Barham, Jean Whitehouse, Jayne
Pierce, Jackie McKay, Martha Moore,
Anna Hileman, Milly Albright, Polly
Walker, Nancy Fahnestock, and
Martha Armistead. Lucky teams!

"Icebound" Marks First
Stratford Play Of Year
Dr. Mary Latimer To Direct Three-Act Play
To Be Presented Evenings Of Nov. 12.13

"Icebound," a three-act play by Owen Davis, is the choice of
the Stratford Dramatic club for its first production of the session on
the evenings of Friday and Saturday, November 12 and 13, at eight
o'clock, under the direction of Dr. Mary E. Latimer.
Glenn Wells, a native of Falls Church, plays the part of Henry
Jordan,
and Carrol Kennette, from Plainfield, New Jersey, will be
Jean Parker (lucky girl!) had to go
seen as Emma Jordan, Henry's wife. Sadie Jordan Fellows will be
Mrs. Bernice R. Varner, head of the up to Columbia University to pass aportrayed by Betty Williams, who comes from Norfolk. Others in
home economics department, and Miss way her weekend!
the cast include Orin, Sadie's son, Ben Partlow, from Harrisonburg;
Mabel Gladin, dietitian, have left for

Gladin, Varner
Attend Meetin

Boston where they are attending the
annual national meeting of the American Dietetic Association, October 1823, with head-quarters at the Hotel
Statler.
Miss Gladin1 is president of the Virginia Dietetic Association and Mrs.
Varner is chairman of the professional
education section. Mrs. Varner will
give a short talk on Thursday with
the Public Relations group.
An exhibit has been set up at the
Boston meeting representing what
each state has done in the past year to
stimulate interest in the profession of
dietetics. Mrs. Varner had charge of
arranging the Virginia exhibit which
was placed on a piece of beaverboard
36 inches square and contained various
bulletins, pictures and clippings of interests. Mr. Edsel E. Edwards, a student in one of Miss Walker's art
classes, did the lettering.

Hardy Madison Mountaineers Take
Annual Jaunt To Massdnutten
by Evelyn Jackson Tubbs
Two morning nips of frost last
week added just the right touch of
color to the foliage, and perhaps just
the correct amount of vim and vigor
to the would-be surmounters of
Massanutten Peak Saturday morning,
Even the two-car Diesel-drawn Toon" erville number that the "hiking" commutors caught just outside the south
gate was raring to go as the last of
the stragglers climbed aboard at 9:40
a. m.
-'
After twenty minutes of swing and
Sway, Tooney reached Keezletown,
and jean-attired, heavily-clogged Madisonites poured out her doors and up
.,-th.e road. By 10:30, everyone was
! standing at the foot of the ridge,
getting that last draught of cool, cool
waters from the spring.
In groups of twenty or so, the stalwarts began the ascent. "Oh, this is
easy!" Walk . . . walk! Whistle.
"Shucks, why did Mr. Eagle blow the
whistle? "I'm not a bit tired!" Walk
. . . walk! Whistle. "Well, I could
take a short breather!" Walk . . .
climb! Whistle. "S'good to relax a
minute!" Climb . . . climb! Whistle.
"Oh bother leaning against a tree this
time . . . I'm going to stretch out on
the ground!" Climb . . . climb!
Whistle. "Puff, puff, going's harder!"
Climb . . . climb! "Say, did he lose
that whistle?" Whistle. " 'Bout time!"
Climb . . . climb! "How much longer?
Aren't we about there?"

That
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Olde Alma Mater, of course, and after
discovering her off there in the
distance, many relaxed once more and
settled down for a snooze. Other more
hardy souls searched for other views,
and soon groups of sunning Madison
students and teachers were scattered
all over the place. Snatches of talk
here and there indicated that many of
the problems of the world were about to be solved! (And only one
teeny little rattlesnake dared show
himself!)
»
Down We Go
Before anyone realized how time
was speeding by, the hands on many
watches pointed to 2:00 p.m., and
Chief Eagle started gathering his
tribe together. Then, the slipping and
sliding descent began. As an English
friend used to say during the war . . .
"What a to-do!"—only The Breeze
can't carry the Lancashire accent we
have in mind!
All the appropriate words in the
dictionary might describe the scene.. .
such words as helter-skelter, pell-mell,
sliding, slithering, slipping, etc. Anyhow, the reader has caught the general
idea by now. Nevertheless, sometime
between 3:00 and 3:30, we'll say,
everyone had straggled down the
mountain and wended his or her way
to the railroad tracks.
After what seemed an eon to some
dog-weary souls, Tooney poked his
nose around the corner from Keezlctown-way. Pardon us, he backed out
of town to pick up his tired after-along-day's-work comrautors.
Soon
many were lulled into near-dreamland
by his rocking rhythm going-home
gait.
Home Again, Home Again
However, the girls visiting in the
cab soon put all thoughts of sleep out
of one's head, for as Tooney neared the
campus, they made him yell, or whatever an engine does when someone
hangs on to his whistle! Before anyone could sing "The End of a Perfect
Day" Tooney was straddled across
the Lee Highway, and Madison's bedraggled beauties and slightly-worn
Apollos were once more pouring'from
the doors, this time before the amused
glances of the drivers of many waiting
automobiles and followed by the shouted "Goodbyes" of the trainmen.

Ella Jordan, Phyllis McKenny another
Harrisonburg resident; Nettie Jordan,
Henry's stepdaugher, Smiley Rodgers,
Martinsburg, West Virginia; Ben Jordan, Tom Garner, Matewan, Westa
Virginia!
lanp f.rnshv
Virginia; Jane
Crosby, \farv
Mary FHMJOI-HC
Edwards,
Ettrick; Hunter, Jane's helpmate,
Betty Hippensteele, Baltimore, Maryland; the doctor, D. J. Driver, CumSuzanne Menache and Maxine Ney berland, Maryland; and the judge and
attended a fraternity dance at the Uni- sheriff, Richard Weakley, Waynesversity of Virginia last weekend.
bord, and Waldo Miller, Harrisonburg.
And on the o^her end of the line we
Pulitzer Prize Play
have Dotty Lou Nichols and Ann
"Icebound" is a Pulitzer Prize play
Adams holding down the fort at Ranof
a fe,w years ago, but its theme and
dolph Macon!
plot remain modern. The action is in
Betty Zollman, Doris Atkins, and the home of Mrs. Jordan. Outside
Mary Jay Speer spent last weekend the world is in the throes of winter
as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. and the personalities of the Jordans
Zollman in Lexington, where they at- are also icebound. The play opens
with the members of the Jordan
tended the W & L Homecomings.
family waiting in the parlor while upNancy Thompson and Mary Anne stairs their mother is dying. Each of
Whitten are two of the lucky girls her selfish children is hoping for the
who are attending Homecomings at major share of her money, but when
the University of Virginia this week- the will is read they receive some
end.
sudden surprises. It is Jane, a distant
cousin and almost-servant to Mrs.
More engagements! Betty Mae Jordan, who finds herself the recipient
Reynolds, a sophomore from Chatham of an estate which carries with it a
recently became engaged to Swanson burden revealed during the progress
Akers. No date has been set for the of the play. The Jordans, one and
wedding.
all, are furious. Ben, the ne'er-dowell-son, returns home to add fury to
The big smile on Dozy Levine's face
the fight. Although the play is serious
is a reflection of that Tau Epsilon Phi
in its tjjeme, it has much comedy
fraternity pin she is wearing. Dozy
throughout. Jane Crosby finds heris pinned to Earle Denenberg at
self in conflict with Henry Jordan and
Georgia Tech.
his two sisters on the one hand and
Nan Carter, Beverly Lewis, and with Ben on the other. She finds
Sarah Seay spent last weekend in sympathetic friends in the Judge and
Staunton with Margaret Holland.
Hannah.

Society Initiates Nine

Faye Bell held down the ole Tech
Cast Named
tradition and attended openings last
Several of the cast will make their
weekend. More fun!I
initial appearance in a Stratford proAnn Curtis, senior from Norfolk, re- duction; others are ^familiar to the
cently announced her engagement to Madison College audience. Mary EdClarke Pole, from Hot Springs, Vir- wards played the role of Mary Herries
ginia. Ann is vice-president of Pi Kap
in "Kind Lady" and served last year
and secretary, of the Cotillion club.
as
president of Stratford Dramatic
Clarke is a med student at U. Va. and
a member of Sigma Chi, of which club. Waldo Miller and Tom Garner
chapter Ann was chosen Sweetheart will be remembered for their roles- in
last year.
"Ladies of the Jury"; Betty Hippen-

Sigma Phi Labda, junior honor
society, initiated nine sophomores on
October 14 at a candlelight ceremony.
The initiates were Martha Armistead,
Glenna Carpenter, Margaret Elliott,
Margaret Garwood, Myrtle E. Gilpin,
Maudelene. Hall, Rosemary Kernan,
Edith Luke, and Mary L. Wills. To
be eligible for the society a student
must be a freshman or sophomore
witn a cumulative average of B or
better.

Shirley Stanley was one of the contestants in a beauty contest held in
her home town of Appomatox last
Thursday night. She left again Friday to attend the Homecomings at
W. & L. and to see the U. Va.-W & L
game Saturday. Some people have all
the luck!

Milly Bushong, senior from Arlington, became the bride of Mr. Robert
Estes on Saturday afternoon. Congratulations, Bob! The wedding took
place in Washington, D. C.
Last glimpse: Bejeaned figures
merging on Alumnae Hall and the
signing of blue return slips!

Butterworth, Ritchie Leave
Soon To Attend Workshop
Nancy Butterworth, junior, of Wilson, Virginia, on Tuesday night was
elected delegate from Madison to the
Home Ec Workshop at Carnegie Institute of Technology by the Frances
Sale Club. The Home Economics
Workshop will be held at the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on November 11 and 12.
Also to go from Madison will be
Mildred Ritchie, president of the
Frances Sale Club, who will serve as a
member of the program committee.
The girls will leave Madison for
Pittsburgh on Thursday, November 10
and will stay the weekend in the dormitory at Carnegie Tech.

steele was seen in "Theater of the
Soul", and Baylor Nichols, who designed and built that expressionistic
setting will be in charge of the setting
{„- HI i
in OM
for
"Icebound".
The stage manager is
Bill Lockard. Other members of the
production staff will be released at a
later date.

Editors Leave
For Convention
Delegates from the Breeze and
Scholma'am staffs left Wednesday
afternoon for the , Associated Collegiate Press convention in Columbus,
Ohio. Representing the Breeze at
this annual meeting will be Rebecca
Rogers, editor-in-chief, and Frances
Connock, business manager. Retha
Shirkey, photography editor, and
Gena Gander, business manager, were
sent as delegates from the Schoolma'am staff.
These four will be able to attend
the special press banquet and dance on
Friday night, but have had a very
busy schedule of meetings daily. Each
of them is attending a different meeting hourly, depending upon her
position.
Delegates arer staying in the
Deshler-Wallick hotel where all the
meetings will be held. Ohio State is
host to the group and many of the
speakers are professors there. Sunday
morning they will return to Harrisonburg.

Going Is Rough For Math Majors
by Doralee Levine
If you have taken more than two
years of arithmetic, ' you are well
qualified to read this article. I give
you that extra year because you must
be able to recognize a point as distinguished from a straight lineMany, rrttny years ago some man
known as Euclid decided to make students' lives miserable. He arranged
lines in all sorts of ways and arrived
at some brilliant conclusions. These
tortures are called "geometry". Of
course, we all believed in Euclid's
theorems (truthful lies) because all
our friends did, and most of us do try
to be conventional these days. Centuries later, some frustrated men who
had a personal grudge against routine
geometry, released their tension by
antagonizing Euclid. These men were
rather selfish (but who isn't now?) as
they forgot to consider us students.
SQ, we afe all confused at this point
(a figure with no dimensions), and
we must accept our fate.
For example, we all know that a

straight line (a line which is not
curved) is the shortest distance be-tween two points, Euclid knew this a
long time ago, or rather he thought
n"e knew this; now, we have different
interpretations of this postulate (a
statement assumed to be true without
proof). Supposing we take two points
on a sphere (a curved solid like an
orange). Then, the shortest distance
would be an arc of the great circle.
We may also deflate Euclid's ego by
the following analogy. Since the earth
is always rotating on its axis, and revolving around the sun, the two points
are similarly moving along some
curve, and therefore the straight line
is the longest distafce between these
points.
j
If you're thoroughly confused by
now, please don't use me as a scapegoat as our modern theorists used
Euclid. I suffer from enough miseries
as a math major, and if you promise
not to dub me a sadist, I'll let you in
on a little secret. I wrote this article
to make you suffer also.

THE
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Picture Of Camp us Life Includes Lewis Speaks
Class, Moonlight Assembly Scenes To Assembly

,

by Stu Williams
T»e following is an impressive, intense, powerful, abstract, visionary, intellectual, gripping, spectacular drama
written by a conceited advocate of the
New Thought manner .... Stu
Williams .... who dedicated his
work to the French Foreign Legion,
the memory of Prester John, and a
two-week-old-half-filled cup of coffee
that rests upon the shelf in his closet.
It supposedly gives a clear picture of
campus antics (erroneously called
campus life) but your reviewer ....
Stu Williams, oddly enough .... does
not think so. The farce was written
during a Home Economics class
which doesn't seem to be listed on
his .... or my own .... class
schedule card.
A One Act Play Entitled "A Freshman is a Sophomore is a Junior is a
Senior"
Scene 1—Classroom at Any campus.
Professor, who is half dressed, representing the quality Absentmindedness,
argues heatedly with an empty chair.
All class members have taken their
cuts today. "Do you see everything",
asks the porfessor, "or haven't I made
myself clear?" Chair remains noncommittal.
Curtain lowers for fourteen days to
denote a lapse of two weeks in the
play.
Scene 2—Moonlight scene on Any
campus. Boy and girl stand under
tree, their long, long arms wrapped
around and around and around each
other. Until five minutes earlier they
had never seen each other before in
their lives. They speak ....
Boy: Love me?
Girl: Madly.
Boy: Kiss me.
Boy: Marry me?
Girl: Can't.
Boy: Why not?
Girl: I'm engaged.
Boy: To whom?
Girl: Why, to Bill Davis and Chuck
Long and Ronnie Martin and . . .
Boy: You've broken my heart.

Girl: But you know I love YOU.
Boy: Why?
Girl: Because you're rich and intellectual and rich and look like
Gregory Peck and rich and . . . .
Boy: You probably say that to everyone.
'
Girl: Well ....
Just then a figure appears out of the
shadows. Boy, mistakenly thinking it
night watchman, quickly disengages
himself and runs away terrified.
Girl: Darling, you're late ....
Curtain lowers.
Scene 3—Any campus assembly:
Faculty and student body are holding
program dedicated in the hope that
friendly relationships will continue.
Banners reading "Coeds of Our
Campus, Don't Never Try to Vamp
Us" are carried by male faculty members, placards reading "We May Not
Always Be Right, But We're Never
Wrong" are displayed by the student
body. One of the younger faculty
members feebly limps to the speaker's
platform. "Welcome", he begins, "to
this glorious occasion. The faculty
wishes to extend a warm hand to—"
An egg hits him squarely in the face.
The faculty rises and facing the student body* nash their teeth and hiss
between their false dentures. Student
body aroused, hurl textbooks at
faculty. Faculty retaliates by having
chemistry professor sprinkle H2S04
over student body from balcony.
Powerful climax in play comes next.
Huge gray ghostly apparition evolves
from slowly disintegrating student
body and hovers above faculty. It represents SCHOOL SPIRIT.
Curtain.

NEW BOOKS
by Margaret Clarke
Among the books being added this
fall to the library collection are the
following volumes of poetry and
fiction:
The Soldier (poetry) Conrad Aiken
Never a Greater Need (poetry)
Walter Benton
Selected Poems (poetry),
John Crowe Ransom
The Amazing Year (a diary in
verse) Selden Rodman
Beast in View (poetry)
Muriel Reikeysev
Parts of a World (poetry)
Wallace Stevens
Transport to Summer (poetry)
.,. Wallace Stevens
Among the novels recently acquired
are:

Dr. Frank Bell Lewis, president of
Mary Baldwin College spoke before
Wednesday assembly this week. Hs
is a graduate of Washington and Lee
University, attended Duke University,
the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, and also Union Theological

Billy Flippo, Good Luck Salesman,
Reveals Fine Ideas, Future Plans
by Ollie Vee Walpole
"Any of 'em in Harrisonbwg bring good luck," began little fiveyear-old Billy Flippo upon being asked about the horse chestnuts he sold
a few weeks ago to Madison girls, telling them that they would bring
"good luck." "They're so pretty ya could eat 'em . .." he continued, "but
you'd better not!" he warned.

This enterprising member of
Seminary. Dr. Lewis, who took over Harrisonburg's "younger-set", informhis present position at the retirement ed us that he made four dollars ahd
of Lv Wilson Jarman, was formerly a eighteen cents—all the while talking
professor at Davis and Elkins College between acts of falling over backwards in his chair and calling to his
in his native state of West Virginia. grandmother that "his college girl
He now serves in three capacities: was there". ". . . . And some days I
preacher, professor, and president; took my cash register—not a big one
thus he was well qualified to speak —but a little one, just like a big one,"
Wednesday on the subject of "Thres- he excitedly explained—all this time
illustrating with both hands how to
hold of Learning." ^
ring up a No Sale. With some of his
After thoroughly captivating his money Billy bought toys and one
audience with his delightful wit, Dr. week, school lunches!
Lewis began by stating that the thresBusiness Man
hold of learning was not the portals
"Why don't you get out there and
of this or any institution. He said, sell 'em yourself?" he inquired impishrather, that it was a kind of attitude ly. Billy's mother later disclosed that
or frame of mind making it possible she thought he liked to talk to the
Girls. The five-year older plans to
Billy Flippo
for us to discover vital and important
write Santa Claus to bring him an
"eternal things." Dr. Lewis further electric train and he will help pay for
stated that learning was not embodied it from his chestnut sale—
in an attitude or frame of mind ex- ". . . . Although", he added, "the
By JEAN COLLINS
pressing arrogance and conceit. In seasons going out for 'em." This busi- Three weeks I've been exposed to
ness tycoon likes kindergarten befact, he warned against those individtruth
cause:
uals inclined toward intellectual ar- ". . . . it keeps me busy." Looking to And to Russell—the uncouth!
rogance, saying that those persons his mother for verification, he an- I have read that space is time
And learned that life is just a climb
who know too much have closed the nounced that he could make a "real
In which wc gather up our past
door to learning. He further clarified good 'a' and 'b'—can't I mother?"— And hold onto it very fast
and he never cries in kindergarten as
this statement by saying that he did
some do. Miss Elsie Wiggley is "For experience, as we shall see,,
Goes to make philosophy,"
not mean that we should be suspicious Billy's teacher.
I have read in Schmitkind, Ferra
of the person with the precise, acHe Looks to the Future
We were truly impressed to dis- And found that wisdom is a term
curate, dependable information, for we
That's not so easy to define
must have facts upon which to think cover that Billy knew that if one holds
a leg of a "grand-daddy long-legs" Dichotomy, a stupid line
and base conclusions.
and asks him where the cows are, the That cuts into and causes rift
Dr. Lewis said that we have the
Wherein I sit to drift and drift
inseSf will point that way.
About
me there is fog and mist
mistaken idea that we can get wisAlthough a Baptist now, the little
I
cannot
seem to get the gist
dom out of a "round table." This is, boy wants to be a Presbyterian
Of
philosophic
terms and "isms"
of course, wrong, for often the round preacher when he grows up—and oh,
All I get is criticisms.
table discussion does not supply the yes, a doctor too.
"It's different every time he's ask- If ignorance is truly bliss
kind of information that leads to valid
ed," Mrs. Flippo smilingly said. Then why must I behave like this?
conclusion.
B
With a broad grin, unmarred by the

IMPRESSIONS

The speaker then contrasted intel- absence of one front tooth, the future
lectual modesty and open-mindedness minister-doctor further disclosed that
to intellectual arrogance. His conclu- when he married a college girl, he was
going to change his name to Dr.
sion was that humility of mind in the
Byers—reason unknown—about the
face of truth and mystery is truly the
name, that is!
key to the "threshold of learning."
Johnny Christmas
by Forrester Blake
Temper in the Wind
by Clyde B. Davis
Pilgrim's Inn by Elizabeth Goudge
Somethings Got to Give
by Marion Hargrove
The Lower Part of the Sky
by Leonard Kaufman
Morning Song
by Dorshka Raphaelaon
The Inheritance by Allan Seager

HALL-MARK CARDS
for
ALL OCCASIONS
White arid Whychoft *s
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Stationery
•

Sandwiches and Sodas

HERSHEY'S
SODA AND GIFT SHOP
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DENTON'S •

■mew Ra
accentuates the

SOMETHING UNIQUE . . .
in

Dry Cleaning .
1. We use the

Perma-Aseptic
process that kills bacteria
and prevents perspiration
and body odors.
2. We employ a full-time
graduate chemist from V.
P. I. especially trained in
removing spots.

Colony Optical Co.

FURNITURE AND FLOOR

Prescriptions Filled

COVERING

SMITH'S

•

SCIENTIFIC CLEANERS

LENSES DUPLICATED

16 Newman Avenue
We Appreciate Your Trade
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CORRECTION

The Breeze wishes to make a correction concerning the office hours as
listed in last week's issue. The hours
should have read: Miss Raine, By
App. and Dr. Pittman, T6&7, W3&4.

■

ON THE SQUARE

■

Daily Pick-Ups
All Dormitories

• But "def'... they're dan
conscious! Modern Agt Saddles
are a "natch" for fit,
wear and comfort
«

"Not the Moet Advertised—Just the Mos} Patronized!"

$6.95

Arcade Cigar Stand and Restaurant

JOSEPH NEY SONS CO
60 N. Main St

C. R.

CODY,

Owner

Under Virginia Theater

Harrisonburg, Virginia
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Their Majesties Reveal Wide
Differences Of Opinion, Taste

CALENDAR

SGA To Give Dance

Biology Department
Adds To Equipment

On November 6, Student Government Association is sponsoring the
opening dance in Reed gym from 8:30 - The Madison College Biology DeWhen I was ushered into the the Junior Class. She, by the way,
p. m. to midnight.
partment has recently added to its
presence of their Majesties, Harvest hates Wagner, and will vote for
There will be a limited number of equipment 10 new films dealing with
King Stu (for Stupid) Williams and Dewey.
bids on sale and freshmen will have biological subjects. Other new equipQueen Marion Bates, I was forced to
At present King Stu is working on
preference. They will go on sale for ment includes several new aquaria,
bow low and "praise allah" to them. the theory of having flourescent lights
freshmen Monday, November 1, from vivaria, and ten new microscopes.
His majesty insisted upon addressing outdoors, so as to further dating rela8:30 a. m. until noon. Upperclassmen Madison now has more microscopes
me as "Lowly One" throughout the tionships among couples. He believes
may buy them Monday afternoon.
in its biology department than any
interview.
that his subjects should pay him tribThe bids will be $2.00 stag and $2.50 other college in Virginia.
Queen Marion exclaimed that she ute to his endeavour in the way of an
drag.
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Showalter at"nearly popped" with excitement when occasional "fag", a "thirst quencher",
tended a picnic arranged by the bishe learned that the W.S.S.F. poll had and admiring glances.
ology department of the University of
In regard to the Queen he says, "as
elected her as harvest queen. Stu on
Virginia on October 17. This is an
the other hand wasn't a bit surprised. long as Marion reigns Queen, I won't
annual event sponsored by the UniHe says that "it was written in the abdicate."
by Frances Connock
versity and is attended by members of
As to the Harvest King, Marion
stars"—heh, heh, heh, heh!
"Apartment for Peggy" starring the biology.departments of the various
King Stu hails from wherever his commented, "He's pretty nice, hut I'll
Jeanne .Crain, William Holden, and colleges in the state.
hat hangs (originally Roanoke), is 23 make a Republican out of him yet!"
Edmund Gwenn opens Sunday at the
Queen Marion's hobbys are knitting
years or 276 months old, has a "nonState Theater. The film unfolds the
.complex complex'', is mad aboul sweaters (have yoir noticed the goodstory of the trials and tribulations of and then with congresswoman Jean
Wagner, and will not vote for Dewey. looking maroon one Stu is sporting?)
a student veteran going to college un- Arthur. The resulting mix-up keeps
Queen Marion came all the way from playing bridge (she wishes King Stu
der the G. I. Bill of Rights, and his the audience in the aisles.
The motion picture version of "The
Ridlay Park, Pa. to Madison. She is would learn to play real well) and
wife. The film was actually filmed at
Barber
of Seville" will be at the State
shootin'
pool.
The
King
refuses
to
the University of Nevada.
a physics major and the president of
Theater Friday. Starring in this
shoot pool with her. He says she puts
An musical extravaganza will be at
excellent adaption are Ferruccio
too much "english" on'the ball—perthe Virginia Theater Sunday through
Tagliavini, Tito Gobbi, and Nelly
sonally, we think she has plenty on the
Tuesday. "Luxury Liner" offers a
Corradi.
,
ball!
shipload of top stars, songs and enterP. S. Will Walter, Eye please return
Harrisonburg moviegoers will have
tainment which should be i must of
the
box
of
candy
that
the
King
left
in
a
chance
at something unusual Friday
For the first time since we were enall movie goers. The romantic interest
the
back
of
his
car?
evening
at
8 p.m. when the Virginia
rolled in the college a male chorus has
is furnished by George Brent and
Theater
will
have a premiere of the
been organized by the men students.
Frances Gifford. Janie Powell, as
widely-acclaimed
"Johnny Belinda".
This orginization is under the diBrent's daughter, and Xavier Cugat
rection of Raymond Hicks.
with his orchestra promise to keep the To tell you more than that Jane
Wyman, Lew Ayres, Charles Bickjoint jumping.
The officers of the chorus are: Jim
ford, and Agnes Moorehead will asBetty
George
Ramsey,
freshman
Hunter, president; George Turner,
Another must on your program is
sume the leading roles would spoil
from
Lynchburg,
Virginia
was
elected
librarian, and Winston Campbell,
"A Foreign Affair" which will be at
your enjoyment of a truly outstanding
secretary. There are twenty-one mem- president of the Freshman Comthe same theater Wednesday, Thurs- movie.
bers at present, and any male student mission on October 18.
day, and Friday (matinee). The
The other officers of the freshman
interested, is invited to attend their
comedy (which really lives up to the
weekly meeting on Monday's at 4:30 Y W C A group are'Betty Hiner,
adjective) is filmed in post-war Berlin.
vice-president; Reva Reynolds, secreP.M.
.
It depicts the entanglements of Army
tary-treasurer; Beth Collie, program
Captain
John Lund first with the
H£HHIflHMHIUIIHmilllllllH(imillllimil»HIIIMIHUiliiHili
chairman; Martha Lou Cosby, pubAmerican International Relations former Nazi darling, Marlene Dietrich
licity chairman; Smilly Rogers, enter- was the topic discussed by Dr. Glenn
yllllllllHtllilllHllllllllllimiimillllllllHIIIIIIIHII!HI!IIIIIHl\
JULIAS'RESTAURANT
tainment chairman. Meetings of the C. Smith at the meeting of Sigma
group are held each Monday night in Delta Rho, the men's fraternity, on
•
Alumnae hall.
Tuesday night. Dr. Smith, a member
The Newest in
Caters to ALL College
of the Madison faculty, emphasized
Students
American views toward international
EVENING DRESSES & SUITS
ALL SIZES
problems since the birth of our nation,
EASTMAN KODAK FILM
discussed the faults of the United
Make Julias' Your HeadNations, and gave some personal obquarters for the Year!
servations on the solution to the prob1 East Market Street
lems of the day.
—oSaturday, October 23
2:00 p.ni:—Westhampton-Madison "
Hockey Game
2:30 p.m.—Stratford club to Camp
4:15 p.m.—Hockey Tea, Alumnae
7:30 p.m.—Movie
Sunday, October 24
1:45 p.m.—Sunday Vespers, Recital
Room
Monday, October 25
4:30-5:30p.m.—Open House at
sororities for rushees
7:00 p.m.—Honor Classes for Freshmen
Alpha Sigma Alpha.Rush Party
Tuesday, October 26
7:00 p.m.—Honor classes for Freshmen
4:30 p.m.—Freshmen Orientation
7:00 p.m.—Pi Kappa Sigma rush
party, Alumnae
4:30 p.m.—Open House at sororities
for rushees .
Wednesday, October 27
7:00 p.m.—Honor classes for Freshmen
4:30 p.m.—Open House at sororities
for rushees I
8:00 p.m.—Theta Sigma Upsilon
rush party
Thursday, October *28
2:30-3-:30 p.m.—Sweet Briar-Madison hockey game
4:30 p.m.—Hockey Tea
4:30 p.m.—Open House at sororities
for rushees
7:00 p.m.—Y. W. C. A. coffee hour,
Senior Hall
Alpha Sigma Tau rush party
Friday, October 29
Open House at sororities for
rushees

Jim Hunter Heads
Chorus For Men

Ramsey Heads
Commission
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Smith Addresses Frat

Hughes' Pharmacy

Fresh Seafood, Steaks and

East Market St.

Chops
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AU Kinds of Sandwiches
"

Jimmies Dress Shop
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MADISON
PENNANTS and STATIONERY

*

"Photographs of
Distinction"

WE SPECIALIZE IN
Jewelry, with Madison
College Seal
.0
Fine Watch Repairing at a
Reasonable Price . .. Done
Promptly.
,

HEFNERS

ZIPPER NOTEEOOKS

—

METAL RING NOTEBOOKS
■
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See Us for Your School Needs

LEE STUDIO
85 South Main
V

PRICKETT STATIONERY CORP.

PHONE

1520

65 East RJarket Street

JEWELRY STORE

State Theater Building

Love
Them
The "Muskeeteer" ...

co inures

The Newest Look . . . Styled to the Minute!

e
Comfort Like This, Plus Style, Pays and Pays
In "Continental Green" and "Rust Brown

F. BARTH GARBER, Inc.
124 South Main Street

HARRISONBURG, VA.

•
•
•

HAIR STYLING
PERMANENT WAVING
SCALP TREATMENTS

PHONE 1715
Menanlne Floor Hostetter'i Drnr Store

■—i

THE BREEZE

TENNIS
(Continued from page 1)
both of whom are Tennis Club members, was played the way tennis should
be played in weather that would mak-.'
a polar bear ahWei while t handful of
, spectators huddled outside the fen-.e.
Had the match lasted five minutes
more darkness would have forced the
officials to call the match.
Critzer, who holds a national
amatuer tennis rating, gave this
year's champ stiff competition all the
way. Her fine ball placement dnd
backhand strokes placed her even with
Grant in the second set.
Grant, however, has equally nice
placement and more quickly without
apparent weakness in either stroke.
Her ability to cover ground rapidly
probably decided the match.
A freshman title-holder Jane has
once more copped the championship
in her senior year and we hope for
Mac that this is only her beginning

Hockey Squad Plays
Madison Defeats
Second Game Here
Alumnae Team 3-0 Riding on the crest of their opening The Spectator
Playing a slashing game on offense
and defense, the Madison hockey team
rolled to a 3-0 triumph over the
Alumnae on Saturday, October 1-6.
The Alums, attired in dashing plaid
tunics, fought hard to keep the 1948
team from scoring, but a goal was
punched over in the first half of
Bluett right inner and two more
rocketed in during the second half, hit
by Biuett and Sorenson, center forward.
The line-up for the Alumnae was:
Long, left wing; VanLandingham,
center forward; Wilson, right inner;
Dougherty, right wing; Yeatts, left
half; Lombardi, center half;' Sadler,
right half; Sammons, left full; Baxter,
right full; Talbott, goalie. Madison
lined up with: Roberts, left wing;
Cockrill, left inner; Sorenson, center
forward; Bluett, right inner; Nethers,
right wing; Birch, left half; Lanier,

TBTE ?
ygncumKit TH

^"VIRGINIA

TODAY ONLY

WEEK OF OCT. 24th
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

IfflDOQ] Donaldson
\ RUSTY%

POR LOVE AND LAUGHTER

ON THE STAGE

"Golden Stallion" .
SATURDAY ONLY

tI

MSSMISO
■nd hi. hone,"BIJtCK IACK"

M-G-M's
COLOR BY
TECHNICOLOR
MUSICAL

^
GEORGE

JANE

LAURITZ

BRENT * POWELL - MELCHIOR
FIANCES

SUNDAY thru THURSDAY
RSKRSSWWMSSSWaW*
As delightful,
As different

As PE6GY-

MARINA

XAYIER

GIFFORD • KOSHETZ • CUGAT
i A Mttro-Goldwyn-Maytr Picture
AD MAT NO. 114

game 3-0 win over the Alumnae, the
extramural hockey squad will match
sticks with Westhampton tomorrow
afternoon at 2:00 on the hockey field.
Westhampton will bring two teams
from Richmond to meet the Madison
first and reserve teams. Miss Fanny
Crenshaw, coach of the Westhampton
girls, always fields one of the best
hockey teams in the East and the
games with the promising Purple and
Gold squad should be nicely played.
The reserve teams .will go into
action at 2:00, followed by the first
team game at 3:00.
The Westhampton teams will be entertained by the Athletic Association
after the games.
center half; Shelley, right half; Grant,
left full; Pond, right full; Howard^
goalie; Subs were Chapman, Cauley
and Powell. Umpires were Miss
Ulrkh and Natalie Bowman.
After the game, the Alumnae team
was entertained at a tea given by the
Athletic Association, assisted by the
members of the Junior Glass and the
Social Committee..

Swim Meet Planned
If you are interested in being in the
interdormitory swimming meet, please
fill in the form below and turn it in at
the P. O. window. Evt.,one come
out and help your dorm to become the
winner. All you have to do is practice
the skill in which you are going to
compete six times between now and
November 12 and you're eligible to enter. The events are as follows: Beginners-dog paddle, flutter board re*
lay. Intermediates-back crawl, free
style, tandem.
~

1 COL. x 2" (28 LINES)

WED. - THURS. and
FRIDAY MATINEE

HERSEIF!

WILLIAM HOLDEI

Interdormitory Meet, Nov. 127:30 P. M.
Name
Box No.
Dormitory
Beginner
Inter.
Advance
Check one above.
Return to Box 683

by Frances Connoc

Archery Practice
Continues
Opportunities for practicing archery
will be continued next week on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at 4:30
on the athletic field in front of the
athlelibrary. Equipment is kept in
the' athletic office in Reed. The
archery club is anxious to have a
large number of students enjoying
this sport and will provide an instructor for all who wish to learn the art of
archery.

George's
Confectionery
We Specialize in "Delicious
Sandwiches and
Home-Made Pies
10c A Slice

FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY
At 8:00 P. M.
JANE

LEW

WYMAN

AYRES

"Johnny Belinda
SATURDAY

GEORGE O'BRIEN
jjHjjj HIHNSIIN. RAY IM

..so'iii'**.fot**
\
so she donned a

Get your group together and charter this bus or our Pony Cruiser for your
week-end trips. Economical, Comfortable, Fast and Dependable.

MYERS BUS SERVICE
528
See them in Richmond at
FIN

THALHIMERS

tatklit: "fMHIIK TUCKS". Writ* Itf? tni, lit., lift R, 1171 Broiio, NiwTirt II
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Last week-end was quite a bang-up, rah, rah one for all the football fans. That U. Va. team really showed its power-house strength.
The game that was supposedly to be a tie ended with a 41-6 score.
Johnny Papit, that 19 year-old wonder-boy from Pennsylvania, led the
attack. All told, he rolled up 224 yards of the 347 gained rushing. And
we can't leave out Captain Joe McCary who tossed.those superb passes
and Floyd Tayloe who was on the receiving end. No article on the Wahoos would be complete without mentioning Whitey (Educated Toe)
Michels, who is sixth ranking in the nation. Michels has averaged 42.8
for ten tries this year.
The Minks can gloat over the defeat their freshman team dealt the
Cavalier babies Friday to the tune of 21-19.
And speaking of junior teams, we hear that V. M. I. really has a
lulu of a group. We've bean hearing their praises tooted from so many
corners that we're anxious to see the V. M. I. varsity of—say '50. Anyway they turned back the Richmond boys 32-14.
Incidentally, do you know the only undefeated team in the state?
Hampden-Sydney. They have always had a swell little club and this
year it seems to be stacked up better than ever.
While we're throwing bouquets, we can't pass up the over-powering V. M. I. team which crushed Richmond to the tune of 9-0. The
game was by no means as close as the score indicates, believe me.
As for this week-end, we're predicting a toss-up at the Virginia-V.
M. I. clash. And we fear Hampden-Sydney will join its other neighbors
in the rank's of the defeated after its engagement at Richmond. Tech,
we fear will be overpowered again by the men from Duke. W and L
will probably bow again this week when they encounter West Virginia,
but we're hoping for a surprise ending!

TELEPHONES
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—We Take You and Bring You Back—
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